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Wisdom Cards by Louise L. Hay is a deck of 64 affirmation cards to help you develop your inner

wisdom. When we are willing to open ourselves to new ideas and new ways of thinking, our lives

change for the better. Louise L. Hay, the internationally renowned author of You Can Heal Your Life,

developed this beautiful deck of 64 cards which contain 128 unique pieces of art exquisitely

illustrated by two artists. Each vibrant card contains a powerful piece of wisdom on one side and an

affirmation on the other to enlighten, inspire and bring joy to your life. The way we begin our day

sets the tone for the experiences that will follow and how we will react to them. Choose a card each

morning, trust your inner wisdom and it will be your positive message for the day! Enjoy!
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I just received my first pack of "Wisdom Cards" from  today. They are great! I already own the

"Power Thought" cards and I would have to say that these are one step above the latter. I feel

comfortable coming back to purchase more for my sister and a good friend. With the two-sided

cards describing the same affirmation idea, if one side doesn't resonate with you, the other side

might be a better "fit". My only suggestion would be that this gift be given to someone that enjoys

and could benefit from the power of affirmation and reflection. (I know, who couldn't? But, in the

hands of someone not familar with the idea of affirmations, they may be a bit confused about what

to do with these beautiful cards.)

I have been using the Power Thought cards daily, and was wishing I had more of them. Then I



found the Wisdom Cards. They're different (better?). A great follow-up to the Power Thought cards.

Each day is better after I read these cards and let the affirmations resonate in my soul. My favorite

way to use them: Put them up where you'll see them when you're doing other things; i.e., on the

computer screen while you're working or surfing, on the bathroom mirror while you're blow-drying

your hair, etc. It's amazing what your mind can do when you remove any barriers.

the greatest gift is love and these cards help you delve into love within yourself. i have given these

cards as presents to many friends and they have all told me how much they enjoy them. i have a

friend who has taken her cards and placed them everywhere around her house.another friend is

very ill right now and she said they are so inspiring. she also shared it with her mother and brother.

the three of them run a prestigious adult consultation and training business in the Philippines and

they now plan to share it with their students!i still look at these cards every day. and still plan to

share them as gifts whenever i can.

I love these cards but some do not fit my way of thinking. So just pick and choose the ones you like.

There are enough to excuse the ones that are not so good. I love putting these cards around my

house, or I read them before going to bed to give myself positive thoughts for sleeping. The quality

of the cards is excellent--sturdy cards with a glossy finish. The artwork is whimsy. Have fun with

these cards.

The wisdom cards do provide some inspirational messages but, I found that all the cards basically

say the same thing. As a result of this I'm getting bored with my deck.About half of the deck is nicely

illustrated and the other half seems to lack the art. So, if your looking for inspirational drawings this

is not the deck to purchase. Don't bother with this deck. Look around.I recommend The Relax Deck,

which offers more thought provoking ideas and commentary without being to repetitive. It also

contains some exercises to practice. The illustrations are also very beautiful and inspiring.

These cards are a refreshing way to start your day! I start or end each day with 3 "wisdom cards".

They are very reflective and inspirational. You will enjoy them and they are a great gift for that

person that has everything.

My adopted Mom gave these to me several years ago and I have just ordered a set for my adopted

daughter. I keep the deck near my desk and when I'm in need of some inspiration, I pull a card. It's



amazing how helpful and accurate the cards have been during my own life situations.They've gotten

me through losing my parents, a couple of stressful surgeries, and a move. They really can help if

you're needing a bit of sage advice from time to time.Rebecca Kyle, January 2009

I ordered these cards after I read Louise Hay's "You can heal your life" book. The cards are

gorgeous, so full of color they just make you happy looking at them... the affimations written on them

recharge you in so many ways. These cards would make a great gift for anyone...especially yourself

:)
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